
Dear Jin, 11/26/83 

During this morning's therapy I made a few notes on the public benefit of 1996. 
To give you and idea and solicit suggestions I type them as 1 noted them, without 
attempting what I will do after I've had a chance to po some more, arrange them 
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} a 5 ders, strike— domestic intelligence- political campaigns, city counsel, 

\) self—help-orgse»~ business-and-private -lhives,—King's _party-.—Uaes. made 

ff) jee Extent of FBI campaign vs “ing 

yp - -~Crime-never-investigated (trac only) 

    
A = Crime- facts other than represented” 

pf a eet ver Sia SEERA SLSR MERA etes ighored. 

x iistraste 2 not previously know to exist, not duplicative, extraordinarily 
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valuable research toole 

5 Ticklérs-character= political in political cases; for politiéal-(mis)uses 

_political in potitical_cases; intimidation, blackmail, propaganda;—critics 

_ f3——-Fi j character - used to ing searches-yet—easily_retrieved onpreper 

search. ‘Surveiffances, denied~in—1996, hidden in bank-robbery files but 

   

existence denied because-not-in MURKIN,. Other.than-as..sworn-to by. FBI. by 
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yo ontrol name of -FBE*s gamé- Ray charges not filed-in-Mps,;—where FBI could not-— 

.. COntvel-USA-(sai.d—instead_not—depend
able,y_ filed B'ham, where-no crite commitede _ 

arrears eee alien - ae 

Patterson, Gebhart, te) (66"fite-on—Stoner). ) 

is Used in intrude into.local_.political-affairss-PD 

FBL would violate law, constitution, far jeopardize prosecution for immediate 

political objective. of saving face. Urged while predicting loss of civil suit 

and argued worth it..Permission, denied but.done-anywayy-hesults hidden in other 

Tiles, then condemned--AG--foex- ‘not_granting authority 
pearson ahem re cease eae 

‘i_Stephens only-alleged-eyewitness, made negative “identification, followed by 

~CRD and FEI taking-affidevits—pretending identification he had-already denied, 
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then used in extradition. (CRD last version used) 

a —.-Extradi-tion-records - pretended complaine with Judge Curran's Order then wrote 

internal memo. saying -all-not-disclosede 

__ --Hiticthhold-of-what-can-be eibarrassing Tron Cong, internal—investigations;OPRy- by 

(5 | tricky fi z vike-records—not—in-inventory, as_are-no-66s-——_____. 

pv _-Enornous-wastes~of “tiiie, money to compile irrelevant records with costs, time, 

volumethéi tabulated to present meaningless statistical represent of whatm was done, 

mostly irrelevants-NE#6X-Misleadings Persisted in reqyiring such record-keeping 

over objections of field offices. 

+ FBIHE 

-cese-includes basic evidences 

Cooperative-deais—withtecal_police in domestic-inteliigence operations of great 

8 | extent.—Crese=filing sin more than 150 political filese- 

& - Contror of @asés with political ramtfications—by—leaks,—planted-storiess O'Leary, 

RD,-Ray's-letter to judge, otcs Quoye 0 tearys;-ref4/15,Ltem—J~.—— 

A "Party to violation-of-Battle's order, no spying on defense. FBIHQ told Memphis 
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Unly not. _to-get—caught—by—continuing. to_accept copies.-Paraphrase~insteade Knew 

local authorities made faisedenial_enéd—then-eontinued to spy_on defenses 

on Payne-case~knew_police-murdered-young black and covered-ups 

5 Abuse critics (me, Stoner) Prejudicial info to Haile, who threatened to get mee 

4b Attitude toward DJ, AG. Praises for ar ogance, insubordination, insolence-Clark 
fi la 

Vr 
| Attitude toward blacks? monkey—faced, boy, etco 

[Widespread distribution outside FDI, including military agenciesy of domestic 

. ~j~tmtetttgehee-anfo. _——— 

| Vade NAACP leadership symbol informers, used.to-spy-on- black community. Into 

.|. high seheeis,;-ecolleses;—churehes—campaigns vs ministers-preaching peace, friendly 

- Use-of_press for pobitttost purpose-"Uistken x de-King.” tLe db; it Andy. c. fafeldde 
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Spying on “ing greater and different than disclosed. H6% Use LA Times, WxPost 

stories re collaboration in spying with CIA. Rede brief, which deniese 

Selective disclosures end refusals to disclose info from local, foreign police 

and foreign intel agencies. Did disclose when served FBI politiéal purposes, 

including identity or both officials and organizations, by name and facsimiles 

R of records they provided. 

Ray_ubtimately identified by-means-FBIHQ opposed vigorously, by RCMP,...which 

FBI alsd-opposeds It. had nothing at all to do with Ray's capturee RCMP work and 

accident ade that~possibie. 

FBI hides crime~scene-pictures inconsistent with what it wasts believed and 

up reports if it cannot-avold them eitirely. Avoided all press pix except “ouw's 

and then lied about them-(widex oath) and then to withheld from study. Never 

Offer _in-camera_illustrations_of significant info re-eritie, reca: ecall that earlier 

offers rebuffeds 

Nature JEH's notation§ and annotations brought to light this Casee 

| Blectronic survelLllancessearhes- limited: to-subjects, of surveillance when FBI 

; also-indexes overheards and mentioneds = arid -withheld.in_this.case while attesting 

HSCA-brought to light all of significance it did use and much that it did note “etaile 
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